
Table 2. Breach Reports Received by Maine in 2010 So Far, Part 2 
Notes:   

• These 35 breaches reported to Maine were not previously covered or noted on DataBreaches.net or PHIprivacy.net. 
• Organization names are hyperlinked to their report to Maine. 
• If an organization’s name appears with a “Discover log” comment, it indicates that the report was via a batch report filed 

by Discover that only provides the number of cases for that entity involving tracking data and the number of cases of card 
identification number.   

• Not all of the incidents contained in this table are considered to be reportable breaches by the entities involved. 
 
Organization Notes/Summary Type Sector Comment
Pure Style A computer stolen during an office burglary in which an 

employee was knocked unconscious had credit card information 
of 1,100 customers. 

THEFT RETAIL  

Time Inc. An employee in the Florida customer fulfillment center misused 
customer credit card information. 
This breach was previously reported to the NH AG’s office.  

INSIDER BUS  

Frontier Insurance A backup tape lost in transit after it arrived at an unnamed 
overnight carrier’s facility contained names, addresses, and 
Social Security Numbers.  

LOST/MISSING INS  

Association of 
American Medical 
Colleges 

A thumb drive was lost by a staff member who had transferred 
data to it while trying to resolve a technical problem, in violation 
of policies. The drive contain personal information of 1,970 
applicants to the Electronic Residency Application System 
(ERAS), including their Social Security Numbers.   

LOST/MISSING EDU 
MISC 

 

SportDOG  There was a breach, but nature and extent not reported.  Note 
that the breach report is identical in wording to a second breach 
report filed for Innotek.    

? BUS  

H&R Block Unauthorized access to online accounts by an outsider.    The 
company says it suspects that the login information was 
obtained from the customers themselves via phishing. 

UNAUTHORIZED 
ACCESS 

BUS 
FIN 

 

InterMedia 
Outdoors 

In February 2010, they became aware of breaches that might go 
back to August 2009 and that resulted in fraudulent charges on 
cards of those who placed telephone orders with the firm.  By 

? BUS  
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March 26, they had not confirmed the breach, but had 
suspended use of third-party call center for merchandise orders. 

Vance Gray Wealth 
Management 

Disk with historical client data left on an airplane on March 16. A 
search the next day did not locate it.  The files contained pre-
2006 data such as financial planning documents, names and 
addresses, and Social Security Numbers. 

LOST/MISSING FIN  

FedComp They report that they recently discovered a breach involving 
improper access to their database  that occurred during “some 
portion of 2007.”  Credit unions in 23 states were notified.  
FedComp says that they don’t know precisely what information 
was accessed or which -- and how many -- customers are 
affected.  The information may have included  the customers’ 
Names, addresses, Social Security Numbers, and dates of birth. 

UNAUTHORIZED 
ACCESS 

FIN  

Balboa Bay Club 
Hotel 

  HACK HOSP Discover log

FleetFilter   HACK BUS Discover log
Roopers Beverage 
and Redemption 

  HACK HOSP  

Erikson’s Institute As a result of a web site update, the SSL certificate became 
nonfunctional and data were not encrypted, exposing names and 
SSN. 

ERROR EDU  

Fujitsu America Consultants for an unnamed affiliate in the Philippines that 
processes orders for the company reportedly installed 
keyloggers that sent out personal information including names, 
addresses, and credit card numbers  hourly to an external e-mail 
address.  The breach occurred over a two-week period in 
January before it was detected. 

MALWARE BUS  

Goldilocks  HACK HOSP Discover log
Darden 
(Olive Garden) 

Burglars smashed  a computer and removed the hard drive on 
March 22. The computer contained names, addresses, dates of 
birth, and Social Security Numbers of current and former 
employees. 

THEFT HOSP  

Pines Health 
Services 

Unauthorized access to two patients’  info by employee. The 
patients were a husband and wife, and the info included their 
names, addresses, Social Security Numbers, insurance number, 

INSIDER -
UNAUTHORIZED 
ACCESS 

MED  
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and billing information.  No explanation was given as to why the 
employee accessed their information. 

CTi  (Collection 
Technology, Inc.) 

Employee used  some borrowers’ credit card information to 
make small payments on other borrowers’ defaulted loans.  
Robin Hood?  

INSIDER 
MISCONDUCT 

BUS 
FIN 

 

Herzing University 
Online 

A spreadsheet erroneously attached to an email exposed 
student info in mass email sent to students. The spreadsheet 
included names, addresses, telephone numbers, Social Security 
Numbers, Student ID, ethnicity, etc.  

ERROR EDU  

Saint Anselm’s 
College 

Social Security Numbers were encoded  as part of mailing labels 
on the alumni magazine.  Previously reported to NH AG at 
http://doj.nh.gov/consumer/pdf/StAnselmCollege.pdf. 

ERROR EDU  

Integrity 
Applications, Inc. 

Laptop stolen May 12 in Fairfax, VA contained personal 
information on current and former employees, including names, 
dates of birth, Social Security Numbers, and other employment 
information. No financial information was included. The report 
does not indicate whether the laptop was stolen from an 
employee’s home, vehicle, or elsewhere.  

THEFT BUS  

Circle Graphics An accounts receivable document containing customers’ names 
and credit card numbers was exposed on the web on or about 
May 1. 

ERROR BUS  

Turtles   HACK BUS Discover log
MyJewelryBox.com   HACK RETAIL Discover log 
Hansens, Inc.   HACK BUS Discover log
Convergence Inc.   HACK BUS Discover log
National Treasury 
Employees Union 

Email attachment revealing personal information (names and 
Social Security Numbers) of 160 people was erroneously sent to 
57 chapter presidents and then 871 bargaining unit members. 

ERROR MISC  

UniFund 
(UniFund CCR 
Partners) 

On April 30, an “unknown and unauthorized person, using fraud 
and deception” gained access to a UniFund user ID and 
password, which in turn allowed access to a third party’s 
computerized database” where unauthorized searches were run 
on addresses. Names, Social Security Numbers, Dates of Birth,  
Telephone Numbers, and the names names of other individuals 
at those addresses could have been accessed. 

UNAUTHORIZED 
ACCESS 

BUS 
FIN 
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Ameriprise 
Financial 

UPS lost a shipment. Client information including name, Social 
Security Number, Driver’s License number, account number, and 
medical information were in the shipment. The report does not 
indicate whether the materials were in electronic or paper format. 

LOST/MISSING FIN 
BUS 

 

Van Dykes Supply  HACK RETAIL Discover log
Pandora MOA  HACK RETAIL Discover log
Two Point 
Enterprise 

 HACK BUS Discover log

Level Nine Sports  HACK RETAIL Discover log
Classic Auto Parts  HACK RETAIL Discover log
Convergence  HACK BUS Discover log
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